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Videos from the Infant/Toddler Teachers

• Storytime with the Infant/Toddler 
teachers
https://youtu.be/RCLC_gMl28k 

• Bedtime stories with the 
Infant/Toddler teachers
https://youtu.be/ON7W5n5hgAk

• Sharon and the snail
https://youtu.be/Ae7dIwLHYs0

• Storytime with Jeanifer and Ian
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=euvEcONi7B0

• Storytime with Elsie

https://youtu.be/U9F7heSULLY
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            Rainbow Toast Snack with Shall
Here we go: Mom and dad can help pour milk in to small 

bowls or cups

   Then the kids can add the coloring and stir. Get out your 
bread, Now here comes the fun part kids, paint your toast 
with the colors you have picked, you can make pictures, 
just dots be creative. Next toast your bread and see all of 

your colors come out.
 
I hope you have fun painting                                     
Thank You.
                                                                                             
Shall

What You Need:
1.     Slice of bread
2.   Little bowl or cup
3.   Milk, soy, almond whatever you 
choose
4.  Food coloring ( you can smash berries 
if you don’t want to use food coloring 
you only need a drop or two)
5.   Paint brush that’s new



Cows and turkeys from Shall

Can you find the cows?
Can you find the turkeys?
Let’s count how many cows we 
see.
Let’s count the turkeys!



Activity from Monique in the Rose Room

Pick some fresh flowers from your local park, placed them inside empty egg shells, filled them with water and placed them in the freezer 
for a few hours to solidify. The result was beautiful, and they loved watching them melt 💗



2’s Activities from Suzana in the Daisy 
Room

Based on their children's interest in our meeting, they shared cooking, tractors, and Curious George.

 Tractors  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhsRGi9zWjg 

 Tractor Song  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DH9EdzlaK8I 

Curious George Cooking https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1oNu_GMx3nc 

Curious George Pancake day https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LhsRGi9zWjg 

Cooking recipes  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8JYNbNYqMTk 

 Cooking  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2oUxr7149DY 
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2’s Activity from Eliana

How to make bubbles that don’t pop:
https://www.thoughtco.com/bubbles-that-dont-pop-recipe-603922
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Honeysuckle Dinosaur Activities: by Lori



Pre-K Activities with Pat

Art activity with Pat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NhTzuxSVldQ&feature=youtu.be

Tour of Preschool/Pre-K garden with Lori and Pat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L38-K21TZ7s

Sorting fruit with Pat
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4jAXWYcGZ9E

Cooking project with Pat Fruit & Vegetable Kabobs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zjV1MM0-sHA
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SA Activities:
Dry Erase Marker Experiment

Materials:
Glass plate, bowl, or picture frame
Dry erase marker
Water

Instructions:
Draw a simple picture on the glass
A stick figure is a good one to start 
with
Pour water into the plate or bowl 
slowly to lift up the drawing
Swirl the water around to make the 
picture dance or move


